
Assignment Instructions
Your Name(s)____________________________________________Date _____________ Period ____________

Instructions:
1. _____Carefully review & discuss the image(s) with your group members and/or independently.
2. _____Each student must write a minimum of three complete sentences. 

a. Each sentence should reflect one key visual concept. 
b. Students must reflect on how the elements of art (line, shape/form, texture, value, color & space) and the principles of 

design (balance, proportion, rhythm, emphasis) work together to create interesting artwork. 
■ If it is easier, write in your native language, then translate it to English.
■ Sentence starter samples: 

1. “This artwork uses _(lines/color contrast/focus/placement of the subject(s)/etc.)_ to create a sense of 
_(emphasis/balance/rhythm/etc.)_ within the image/artwork” 

2. “I think this artwork is (or is not) an effective example of _(asymmetry/random rhythm/emphasis on/etc.)_ because 
_(the artist used_contasting colors/lines/space/forms/etc.)_”

3. “I would describe the mood of this artwork as_(dark/moody/happy/joyful/etc.)_ because_(use of color/value 
contrast/focus on/rhythm produced by/etc.)_”

Rubric Exceeding Standard (4) Meeting Standard (3) Approaching Standard (2) Not Yet Meeting Standard (1)

-Contributed exceptional effort to the group’s 
project. 
-Did a fantastic job in organizing group efforts 
and keeping people on track.
 -Went above and beyond the call of duty to 
further group’s work.
-Work was submitted correctly and included 
group members first and last names.

-Contributed great effort to the group’s 
project. -Did a good job of organizing 
group efforts and keeping people on 
track. 
-Completed his or her share with great 
effort.
-Work was submitted correctly and 
included group members first and last 
names.

Contributed good effort to the group’s 
project. 
-Was helpful and cooperative in 
completing his or her share.
-Work was submitted correctly and 
included group members first and last 
names.
-Work was incomplete.

-Rarely contributed to the group’s project; often 
needed to be begged to focus and produce; 
frequently off task; distracted group. 
-Rarely completed his or her share; almost always 
needed to be prodded.
-Work was not submitted correctly and/or was 
incomplete. 


